Creating questions in the Question Library

Question types

You can create the following question types in the Question Library:

- True or False (T/F)
- Multiple Choice (M/C)
- Multi-Select (M-S)
- Written Response (WR)
- Short Answer (SA)
- Multi-Short Answer (MSA)
- Fill in the Blanks (FIB)
- Matching (MAT)
- Ordering (ORD)
- Arithmetic (2+2)
- Significant Figures (x10)
- Likert (LIK)

See Managing questions in the Question Library to learn more about how to create mandatory questions, and how to edit, preview, order, delete, and publish questions.

Notes

- You cannot import Likert questions to quizzes and self-assessments because they are unique to surveys only.
- Solutions to questions are automatically omitted when questions are imported to surveys.
- Points value and difficulty level indicators are automatically omitted when questions are imported to self-assessments and surveys.

Create a question or an information item in the Question Library

In the Question Library, click New and select the appropriate question type or information.
Question feedback and hints

All question types allow you to include Feedback and Hints. Feedback enables you to provide added information as a basis for improving content comprehension. Hints are useful for suggesting how to approach a question.

You can provide feedback comments at the end of a question to indicate correct and incorrect answers, where a correct answer can be found in the course content, and what details instructors are looking for in an ideal answer.

Note: If you want users to see hints to questions, you must select the check box allow Hints in the Properties tab when you create or edit quizzes and self-assessments.